THE  AUTHORITY  OF   CATHOLICISM
power of imposing upon her foes the restrictions by which alone
they become fit for and feel worthy of freedom. Henceforward
political power will be supreme, and Caesar will declare himself
to be God. To be a Liberal Catholic is to accept the break
between civil society and the society of Jesus Christ, for the
" principles of 1789 " are simply the secularization of society.
In fact, in the sphere of practical politics, Veuillot's main
anxiety is to dissociate himself from the left wing of Catholicism,
and he contributed directly to the break-up of the Catholic
party, to which reference has already been made. " The
Catholic party," he said in a pamphlet written under that title,
" was born of the necessity for obtaining freedom of teaching
from whichever system was willing to give it to us. The estab-
lishment of the Empire leaves us indifferent, for nothing that
we hold dear is attacked or threatened; we ask of the Empire
only what we ask of any system, to be Catholic—that is, to
respect, to protect, to extend the rights of the Church, which
are the true rights of man, the Divine bases of any true and
good liberty." But this acceptance of the Imperial system was
what the Liberal Catholics would not condone, and it was there-
fore necessary to split the Catholic party as soon as possible.
Conflict was in every way more honest than a false unity,
and conflict it was, war to the knife; Liberal Catholics, and
Liberal bishops in particular, became the daily butt of Veuillot's
satire and insult.
The real point at issue between Veuillot and his fellow-
Catholics was, of course, not merely a difference of political
attitude but the fury of each party at the other's claim to re-
present true Catholicism. What Veuillot thought of the Liberal
interpretation of Catholicism we have already seen; and the
most cursory survey of the Liberal answers to, and criticisms
of, Veuillot shows that, even more than to his actual views,
they objected to his identification of those views with the only
orthodox Catholic view: " L'Univers could be left severely
alone if it were just one paper among several, but it claims
to be the standard-bearer of the Church," said the Bishop of
Paris, in August 1850, in the first of several statements issued
against Veuillot and his friends. SzidL'Unionin August 1856 :
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